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Partial solutions we offer.

Keymark. I tillegg har den blitt belastet med 900 kg pr. kvm. (Snølast). Norsk
solfangerproduksjon AS vil bli kvalitetssikret i henhold til NS-EN ISO 9001:2000.

Hot water systems by sun. Here2 we have 2 solutions where one gives hot water and one hot steam. They
can be used separately or in a series connection for best cost and
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betydelig antall nye arbeidsplasser,
samt at mange vil
oppnå økt levestandard og få bedre helse. Det største og betydeligste bidraget på dette
området vil være i utviklingsland.
ASV er enkelt, og enkle løsninger er driftsikre løsninger. Få komponenter gjør at vi kan gi
lav pris. ASV Solar er enkel miljøteknologi som vil gi en renere verden å leve i.
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*2 Hot steam solar panels

These panels can produce steam by sunshine to very low cost. Max temperature is 160C in Scandinaviaand
in tropical areas output can be higher. Larger parks of panels can handle steam for larger industries. By a
storage tank under pressure heat can be stored during night time for a 24/7 operation. Larger systems can
handle all normal steam production in a tea factory if the storage tank handle dark times.

Panels can be used as stand alone units or as a preheater. Panels can also be used in combination with an
old style wood boiler as preheater or in parallel and here save most of the costly wood or diesel fuel. Panels
are 10 meter long and about 1 meter wide and make 1-2 KW per square meter in output.
The panel have a Swedish design and licence and quality and performance is best on market. Pay off time is
very short and often only a few years and thereafter energy is almost free of costs.
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*3 Solar farms for electrical power generation by sun

Solar farms making electrical power from sun is
common and well tested and reliable. In Kenya
one tea factory have installed a larger solar farm
and used it and see a 30% degrees in electrical
power supply costs. This is a 1 MW system and
results are very good. Pay off for investment is
here about 3 years and after this electrical
production is almsot free out of panels.
Sunnytek offers a special solution adapted for
eastern Africa and where installation site is at
high altitude and close to equator. It is a thin film
Silicon design. This system can handle high
intense temperatures combined with solar
radiation resistance better than standard crystalline panels. Panels can be designed as a roof replacing
corrugated steel plates. Parking sites are perfect for a sunshield made by panels.
Sunnytek offers complete systems with panels and electronics to get power into the factory power system.
Option is a battery storage for nigh time balancing of power. We can offer up to 2 MWH in battery capacity.
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High efficiency air fan system with best power efficiency
We have a range of high efficiency
air fan systems with possible best
combination of airflow + pressure +
low power consumption. They are
designed in Sweden and main
market has been marine applications
and exhaust handling systems of
smoke etc.
Here we have solutions with radiators
that can save substantial parts of
electrical power consumption when
drying tea in high volumes. New fan
solutions are also much less noisy in operation.

*

Diesel Generators with up to 90% efficiency by smart heat management.

Diesel generators are often used and in some areas with
no reliable power they can often operate more or les 24
hours per day. For tea production we have a special
solution that improve efficiency dramatically for older
installations. We have a leading company in heavy
trucks and make 90 000 large diesel engines per year.
They fulfil latest EU demands in green standards and
lean production. Cost savings in diesel fuel is here
substantial to normal Diesel generators. Just by a new
generator lots of fuel will be saved and maintenance and
reliability issues get far better. They can be chain
connected for very high outputs.
Diesel generator heat converters can be
installed and here we use all exhaust and how cooling
water to be used in the process. Beside full output we
have exhaust system that can produce large amounts of
hot steam. Cooling water is also a large source and can
make hot water of 80-90C in temperature.
We install these systems on old generators as add
on. They can be factory installed on new
generators. Efficiency of a generator increase from
about 30% if we only produce electricity to about
90% with heat recovery if we use all heat and
electricity we can get.
Steam and hot water is here used for tea dryers
and savings of energy for production is decreased.
The generators have a complete service
organisation in Africa and extended full warranty all
over Africa. With a service contract we handle all
and problems for uses is almost zero
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Heat pumps to generate hot water from a colder media

Heat pumps are common
in Sweden to heat up
houses in winter time. They
are unique to get heat from
cold air and convert to hot
air. -20C can be converted
to + 50C in many pumps
with a yield of factor 4-5. In
a simple way this is a
reverse air conditioner that
makes this effect.
They save lots of energy
and also all house here
have them to save the
electricity bill.
We can now offer a new design wit han other gas mix inside that can generate hot water with up to 90C in
temperature. Cold side is here 10-40 C in temperature and hot side +90C. If we use electrical power for the
compressor we get 6KW heat from 1 KW electricity. Energy factor yield is factor 6.
Cold side can be all from outdoor air that is OK but also a hot water solar panel or waste heat from a diesel
engine.
Heat pumps can here be used in several sections in tea dryers and for hot water in general. Combined with
diesel generators and hot water recovery they can add efficiency and save lots of energy.

* Hydro power generators
*
Often there is a river close to a tea factory and here it can be a good
idea to build an own hydro power station or Hybrid station for electrical
power. Here a direct connection is best and if there is extra power
available this can be sold to other users or a national grid. We and our
partners offers the best quality systems available and they are also a
bit more efficient than normal hydro power stations. Scandinavian
quality is here combined with very favourable state supported financial
solution with lowest costs. We can handle the work in papers and
contacts for best simplicity.
Photo shows a 1.8MW Pelton turbine very suitable for mountain areas
with large water head height. We cower 2 meter to 1000 meter slopes
We have all from small low KW systems to 25MW turbine solutions.
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* Biogas systems and
solutions.
Organic waste materials can
be recycled and made into
high valuable biogas and very
high quality fertiliser in a
biogas reactor. This unique
system have a cycle time of
less 10 days and can convert
materials like tea leaves and
biomass into gas in a simple
way.
Biogas can be used in a
burner to produce steam and
hot water used in dryers.
Biogas can also be used in a biogas engine
with generator. Here we get lots of electrical
power but also hot water and steam for dryers.
Booth solutions is here very profitable and
reduce energy costs and diesel consumption a
lot.
The new Scania gas engine gives over 500KW
produced by only biogas fuel that can be made
of production waist from a tea factory. In
Stockholm most busses use biogas for
transport in the modified diesel engines

Organic waste materials direct to electricity
is here a simple task.

*

Pre- insulated steam and hot water tubes

Hot water tubes and steam tubes leak heat and get cooled
down and loose lots of energy. Tea factories often have log
tubes from boilers to dryers to avoid smoke and fast of smoke
in tea products. The simple solution is to use a special hot
water tube with extruded insulation.Tubes can be made in hi
temp plastics ( max 110C ) or steel. Plastic tubes are flexible
and very fast to install. There are lots of extras as couplings
etc with this thermal insulation.
It can carry heat over very long distances with limited losses.
It is far better than standard tubes with wrapped on insulation.
The reduced costs will save substantial costs per year. Pay
off will be short.
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